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ABSTRACT
We present an analysis of Ecommerce clickstream data using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) and
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM). Our analysis highlights the
substantial difference in the predictive power of LSTM models depending on whether or not hidden state is shared across batches and
also assesses the ability of RNNs to learn and use both session-local
and dataset-global information under different sampling strategies.
We propose random sampling combined with stateless LSTM for
optimal performance of LSTM in an Ecommerce domain.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are one of the most common
forms of neural networks in use today. They are well-suited to
sequence processing tasks such as language modelling, tagging,
translation and image captioning [20].
In recent work [28], we applied multiple variants of the base
RNN model to the problem of analysing user clickstream data in
order to predict user intent in an Ecommerce setting. In that work
we tuned standard RNN hyperparameters such as dropout, batch
size, learning rate, optimiser selection, sampling strategy, number
and size of layers and also tested and employed less widely-used
techniques such as skip connections. However, implementing skip
connections required us to apply fine-grained control over each
layer in the model, in particular how hidden state is passed both
between batches and between layers. We noticed that choosing
whether or not to pass hidden state between batches had a substantial impact on model performance. In fact, deciding how to handle
hidden state and order of presentation of examples to the model
during training were the two most important design decisions contributing to the predictive power of the model.
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Although RNNs have been used recently to process clickstream
sequences, more traditional work has utilised Gradient Boosted
Machines (GBM) [9] and Field-aware Factorisation Machines (FFM)
[17] to perform this analysis. Both of these approaches work well,
especially when domain and dataset-specific features are used. Typical features constructed provide global context to the model, e.g.
frequency-based measures of item popularity. RNNs by contrast do
not receive this information explicitly, but can accrue it over time
and training epochs.
Virtually all Ecommerce systems can be thought of as a generator
of clickstream data - a log of {item − userid − action} tuples which
captures user interactions with the system. A chronological set of
these tuples grouped by user ID is commonly known as a session.
In an Ecommerce context, we can think of local state as the individual "story" for a single user - their clicks including dwelltime and
items provide insight into their intent (buy vs browse). Additionally,
we posit that there is a global state telling a second story about the
dataset, over and above the first and most immediate story encoded
in each individual user session. Examples of global state are specific
items going on sale for a short period of time and seasonality of
particular items over weeks and months. It is intuitively appealing
to think of both global and local patterns encoded in clickstream
data that can be parsed and understood by LSTM to improve predictive performance. However, the inability of LSTM to handle very
long sequences (and thus learn global patterns) is also well-known
[22]. Our goal is to examine how well LSTM can learn global state
in an Ecommerce context.
Electing to pass hidden state between batches when training is,
inasmuch as we can determine, the default setting for RNN word
language models. RNN word language models are also frequently
used as the starting point for new sequence processing models and
applications. Colloquially, passing state is referred to as stateful
LSTM while choosing not to pass state is known as stateless LSTM.
However there do not appear to be any formal references to this
model configuration in the literature, even as a tips and tricks entry.
Practitioners are also faced with another important decision
- how to sample from the dataset at training time to maximise
performance at inference time. In the Experiments section, we
measure the performance of multiple RNN variants under different
settings to propose the optimal RNN configuration for Ecommerce
clickstream analysis.
Sampling and hidden state strategy are very important to overall
model performance. One example of the difference in model predictive power when hidden layer state is either re-used or discarded
between batches is shown in Figure 1. When it is discarded, our best
LSTM-based model is able to recover over 98% of the performance
of a strong baseline - the State of the Art (SotA) model for this task
[25]. With re-use, the model is far less effective.
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Figure 1: ROC curves for two LSTM models on the RecSys
2015 test set. Both models are identical apart from whether
or not hidden state is re-used between batches during training. The "no sharing" model displays superior classification
accuracy.

2

RELATED WORK

This section focuses on two sub-problems that meet in this paper:
how to process and classify clickstreams effectively and the search
for an optimal RNN model architecture for this task.
The problem of user intent or session classification in an online
setting has been heavily studied, with a variety of classic machine
learning and deep learning modelling techniques employed. [25]
was the original winner of the competition using one of the the
datasets considered here using a commercial implementation of
GBM (a derivative has since been made publically available [8])
with extensive feature engineering and is still to our knowledge
the SotA implementation for this dataset. The paper authors also
made their model predictions freely available and we used these to
compare our model performance to theirs.
[14] uses RNNs on a subset of the same dataset to predict the next
session click (regardless of user intent) so removed 1-click sessions
and merged clickers and buyers, whereas this work remains focused on the user intent classification problem. [21] compares [14]
to a variety of classical Machine Learning algorithms on multiple
datasets and finds that performance varies considerably by dataset.
[33] extends [14] with a variant of LSTM to capture variations in
dwelltime between user actions. User dwelltime is considered an important factor in multiple implementations and has been addressed
in a variety of ways. For shopping behaviour prediction, [30] uses
a mixture of Recurrent Neural Networks and treats the problem as
a sequence-to-sequence translation problem, effectively combining
two models (prediction and recommendation) into one. However
only sessions of length 4 or greater are considered - removing the
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bulk from consideration. From [16], we know that short sessions
are very common in Ecommerce datasets, moreover a user’s most
recent actions are often more important in deciphering their intent than older actions. Therefore we argue that all session lengths
should be included.
Broadening our focus to include the general use of RNNs in the
Ecommerce domain, Recurrent Recommender Networks are used
in [32] to incorporate temporal features with user preferences to
improve recommendations, to predict future behavioural directions,
but not purchase intent. [29] further extends [14] by focusing on
data augmentation and compensating for shifts in the underlying
distribution of the data.
The search for better LSTM model architectures is almost as
old as LSTM itself [10], [2]. In [13], the authors found that the
forget gate and the output activation function are the most critical
components in the LSTM cell. In [7], the authors found that more
advanced recurrent units (i.e. variants such as LSTM and GRU that
incorporate gating mechanisms) regularly outperform standard
recurrent units and that for the most part, LSTM and GRU provide
equivalent performance. [1] employs layer normalisation to reduce
the training time for recurrent neural networks - an important goal
given the inordinate time required to train SotA models on larger
datasets. In [19], regularisation is applied to RNNs stochastically,
with the aim of improving generalisation.
That the performance of neural network-based models depends
heavily on the ordering of input sequences is well known. The
authors of [5] argue that careful selection of training samples can
achieve better generalisation. In [12], optimal performance on a
sequence generation task is achieved by preserving order during
training, while [4] observes that faster convergence can be observed
if batch order is randomised between epochs. These observations
are seemingly at odds with each other, and serve to illustrate the
requirement for domain and dataset-specific tuning of training
algorithms.

3

RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS

Recurrent neural networks [26] (RNNs) are a specialised class of
neural networks for processing sequential data. A recurrent network is deep in time rather than space and arranges hidden state
vectors hlt in a two-dimensional grid, where t = 1 . . . T represents
time and l = 1 . . . L is the depth. All intermediate vectors hlt are
computed as a function of hlt −1 and hlt −1 . Through these hidden
vectors, each output y at some particular time step t becomes an approximating function of all input vectors up to that time, x 1 , . . . , x t
[18].
3.0.1 LSTM and GRU. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [15]
is an extension to standard RNNs designed to address the twin
problems of vanishing and exploding gradients during training
[23]. Vanishing gradients make learning difficult as the correct
(downward) trajectory of the gradient is difficult to discern, while
exploding gradients make training unstable - both are undesirable
outcomes. Long-term dependencies in the input data, causing a
deep computational graph which must iterate over the data are the
root cause of vanishing / exploding gradients. In [11], the authors
explain this phenomenon succinctly. Like all deep learning models,
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Figure 2: A single LSTM cell, depicting the hidden and cell
states, as well as the three gates controlling memory (input,
forget and output).
RNNs require multiplication by a matrix W . After t steps, this
equates to multiplying by W t . Therefore:
W t = (V diaд(λ)V −1 )t = V diaд(λ)t V −1

(1)

Eigenvalues (λ) that are not more or less equal to 1 will either
explode if they are > 1, or vanish if they are < 1. Gradients will
then be scaled by diaд(λ)t .
LSTM solves this problem by using an internal recurrence, which
stabilises the gradient flow, even over long sequences. However
this comes at the price of complexity. For each element in the input
sequence, each layer computes the following function:
i t = σ (Wii x t + bii + Whi h (t −1) + bhi )
ft = σ (Wif x t + bif + Whf h (t −1) + bhf )
дt = tanh(Wiд x t + biд + Whc h (t −1) + bhд )
ot = σ (Wio x t + bio + Who h (t −1) + bho )
c t = ft ∗ c (t −1) + i t ∗ дt
ht = ot ∗ tanh(c t )

(2)

where:
ht is the hidden state at time t,
c t is the cell state at time t,
x t is the hidden state of the previous layer at time t or inputt for
the first layer,
i t , ft , дt , ot are the input, forget, cell, and out gates, respectively,
σ is the sigmoid function.

3.1

Model Structure / Hidden layers

In Deep Learning, the term "hidden layers" is used to refer to any
model layer where the training data does not stipulate the desired
output for these layers. Instead the training algorithm is free to use
these layers to construct the best approximation for the desired
function f ∗ - in other words hidden layers contribute to the overall
model capacity in the form of learnable / trainable parameters.
Figure 3 below illustrates the standard model under discussion
here - independent of the recurrent cell type used. The cells are

Figure 3: Schematic illustrating the general model architecture used for all experiments. The three most important
variables are whether or not to re-use hidden state across
batches, the recurrence cell type and training sampler used.

organised into three layers with 256 cells per layer. The first layer
accepts input from a group of input embeddings (unique input
values are mapped to a corresponding vector of real values), while
the output of the last layer is combined using a linear layer and
passed through a non-linearity to generate a session prediction.

4

EXPERIMENTS

Our experiments focused on the two areas of RNN training where
we observed significant differences in RNN performance depending
on the choice taken:
• Whether or not hidden state was shared between batches.
• The sampling method used to construct batches as part of
the training algorithm.

4.1

Desired Task

Predicting a users intent to purchase from their clickstream is a
difficult task [27]. Clickers (users who only click and never purchase
within a session) and buyers (users who click and also purchase
at least one item within a single session) can appear to be very
similar, right up until a purchase action occurs. Additionally, the
ratio between clickers and buyers is always heavily imbalanced and can be 20:1 in favour of clickers or higher. An uninterested user
will often click on an item during browsing as there is no cost to
doing so - an uninterested user will not purchase an item however.
As noted in [30], shoppers behave differently when visiting online
vs physical stores and online conversion rates are substantially
lower, for a variety of reasons.
When a merchant has increased confidence that a subset of
users are more likely to purchase, they can use this information in
the form of preemptive actions to maximise conversion and yield.
The merchant may offer a time-limited discount, spend more on
targeted (and relevant) advertising to re-engage these users, create
bundles of complementary products to push the user to complete
their purchase, or even offer a lower-priced own-brand alternative
if the product is deemed to be fungible.
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Dataset Used

The RecSys 2015 Challenge [3] is a set of Ecommerce clickstreams
well suited to testing purchase prediction models. It is reasonable in size, consisting of 9.2 million user sessions. These sessions
are anonymous and consist of a chronological sequence of timestamped events describing user interactions (clicks) with content
while browsing and shopping online. The dataset also contains a
very high proportion of short length sessions (<= 3 events), making
this problem setting quite difficult for RNNs to solve.
No sessions were excluded - the dataset was used in its entirety.
This means that for sequences with just one click, we require the
trained embeddings to accurately describe the item, and time of
viewing by the user to accurately classify the session, while for
longer sessions, we can rely more on the RNN model to extract
information from the sequence. This decision makes the training
task harder for our RNN model, but is a fairer comparison to previous work using GBM where all session lengths were also included
[25],[31],[27]. Lastly, the dataset is quite imbalanced - the class of
interest (buyers) represents just 5% of the total number of samples.

4.3

RNNs vs GRU vs LSTM

Gated Recurrent Units, or GRU [6] are a simplification of LSTM,
with one less gate and the hidden state and cell state vectors combined. These modifications mean that GRU is less computationally
intensive to train versus LSTM. In practice, both LSTM and GRU
are often used interchangeably and the performance difference between both cell types is often minimal and / or dataset-specific.
RNN cells are the simplest of all recurrence cell types, with just a
feedback loop from time t − 1 to time t and possessing none of the
gate structures / arrays used by GRU or LSTM.
Table 1 shows the impact of stateful vs stateless hidden state
sharing on 4 widely-used RNN architectures.
Model
Stateful AUC Stateless AUC
LSTM
0.75
0.839
GRU
0.756
0.831
RNN (TANH)
0.716
0.807
RNN (RELU)
0.789
0.826
Table 1: The effect of sharing hidden layer parameters on
4 widely used RNN model architectures - LSTM, GRU, and
vanilla RNN using TANH or RELU non-linear activation
functions. In all cases the effect of not using non-local state
is a noticeable increase in AUC performance for a binary
classification task. We use AUC to measure model performance since the classes are imbalanced.

4.4

Chronological Training Regime

A common technique to prevent over-fitting is to randomly sample
from the training set during training and present disjoint samples
to the model. However, if our goal is for LSTM to learn trends that
develop over time then we must train chronologically and assume
that there is a progression through time that our LSTM model can
learn to discern between session outcomes. Therefore we re-order
the training and testing set by time and perform both training and
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Figure 4: Training performance of LSTM under two sampling regimes: chronological (sequential) and random. Random presentation of examples performs better overall, both
in training and at inference time on the test set.

inference chronologically. As figure 4 shows, the initial results are
very positive with a higher training performance, but roughly 20%
into the epoch, training degrades substantially and does not recover.
Validation performance is also significantly reduced. Therefore we
conclude, that with conventional LSTM at least, there is no clear
evolution in patterns over linear time that can be used to improve
performance. Even though clickstreams are at some level a time
series, the best model performance is achieved when not treating
them as time series and instead sampling randomly. This finding is
closely related to the initial finding shown in 1, where it is counterproductive to pass hidden state across batch boundaries.

4.5

Parameter Reduction

Our second experiment tests the theory that by selective ablation
of certain parts of the model, we can remove the model’s ability to
pay attention to global data features. We reduce model capacity by
freezing the embeddings only and retaining all of the RNN capacity.
Our motivation in doing this is that not all model parameters are
created equal - the embedding for an infrequently-encountered
item will have far less effect on model performance than the hidden
state contained directly in the model itself. Therefore we:
• Froze the entire embeddings layer - model loss was not backpropagated to the input layer.
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• Moved from LSTM to vanilla RNN with RELU activations removing internal memory from the model itself.
Under normal training conditions, the model loss is back-propagated
all the way into the aggregate embedding layer, in effect treating
these embeddings as a trainable memory for concepts such as popular and unpopular items / categories / dates, similar versus dissimilar item pairs and so on. With the embedding layers frozen, model
performance does indeed reduce, as the figure below demonstrates.
These two changes resulted in a very large decrease in the number of the model parameters - from 6,945,871 to 367,873, or a reduction of 94%. As shown in table 2, these changes caused the model
to under-perform our best model, but perhaps not by as much as
expected.
Model
Num parameters Test AUC
LSTM
6,945,871
0.839
LSTM
1,470,721
0.74
RNN (TANH)
367,873
0.722
RNN (RELU)
367,873
0.762
Table 2: The effect of removing the ability of RNN and LSTM
to store dataset statistics other than those directly obtainable from a session (i.e. local). Due to the restrictions imposed, both RNN models have 5% of the best model parameters yet are able to recover 86% and 90% of the predictive
power.

4.6

Implementation

The experiments were carried out using PyTorch [24]. In the PyTorch framework, the chronological and random training regime
was implemented using the SequentialSampler and RandomSampler
classes, both sub-classes of the Sampler class. Hidden state was
initialised as a zero tensor in all cases and then either re-zeroed
between batches (to complement random presentation of samples
during training), or re-used between batches in the chronological
training case. When training chronologically, the hidden state was
detached from the computational graph after each batch to avoid
the automatic differentiation from back-propagating all the way
back to the beginning of each epoch.

5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We presented a series of experiments using different Recurrent Neural Network types to investigate if both global and local (sessionlevel) patterns in Ecommerce datasets are used to infer user intent.
The conclusion is yes, albeit with some caveats: although training results were substantially affected when the training set-up
was configured to enable global training, results on the validation
and test sets under-performed a training configuration where no
global patterns or context were assumed. Instead, RNNs can use
trainable embeddings to learn global statistics over time to improve
performance.
Our results demonstrate that careful selection and configuration
of both model and training regime is necessary when applying
RNNs / LSTM to the domain of Ecommerce and clickstream analysis.
Moreover, currently accepted best practices for RNN word language
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models do not automatically transfer to clickstream analysis and
should be tested carefully on new datasets and domains.
In future work, we plan to investigate if the failure of a chronological training regime for LSTM is caused by an inherent weakness
of the LSTM architecture, or if better training regimes or modifications can be found.
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